
From Labrador to Chisasibi on James Bay
By Herman Perry

within the margins of the 53rd and 55th degree lines of lati-
tude. Temperatures ranged from 5 degrees to around 25 de-
grees Celcius. Daily progress ranged from a low of 10 km to a
high of 47 km depending on the weather and/or the terrain we
had to line, track or portage across. We encountered 21
portages around major rapids or power stations along the way,
and we lined or tracked 62 sets of rapids. We were able to
shoot numerous other rapids. We used a red 17’ Royalex
Prospector Canoe and after tracking and lining through some
very rugged terrain, I now consider it practically indestructi-
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Introduction
This summary is condensed from my 36-day journal kept dur-
ing this 2017 canoe trip. The trip route took us up and over
the Labrador height of land via Menihek Lake and
McPhayden River. Once on the Quebec side of the border we
paddled west on the Caniaspiscau, Laforge and La Grand
Rivers as well as several other lakes and reservoirs to
Chisasibi on the east side of James Bay, a distance of over
1200 km. From the departure at Menihek Landing to the des-
tination at Chisasibi the canoe route was generally contained

Getting ready to track up the next set of McPhadyen Rapids
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days. We found that every Quebecer we
met and interacted with along the way
was friendly, outgoing and helpful.
These personal interactions helped make
the trip such a special and memorable
one.

I had contacted two men in Radisson,
Quebec, Donald Berubi and his friend
Yves Grenier whose names I got from
some online paddling associates. They
were able to answer most of the ques-
tions I had about the area, such as the
condition of the James Bay highway, the
northern Quebec weather, changing
water levels below the dams, whether or
not we would be allowed to camp and
portage on Quebec Hydro property
around the power stations.

Before departing on our big trip, I
paddled routinely on Paddy’s Pond just
outside of St. Johns. While we always
seemed to be busy on other projects
Dennis and I did get in some portaging
practice in between Bells Woods and
Portland Creek Pond on the Northern
Peninsula, and we had some great en-
durance paddling sessions around the
pond as well. This is a circuit of about
40 kilometers and is not far from my
cabin at Daniels Harbour. It served us
well and by the end of July we felt rea-
sonably well prepared for our extended
canoe expedition in August and
September.

Earlier in the summer my friend
Narcissus Walsh, a member of the St.
Johns canoe club helped us with getting
the waypoints programmed onto my lap-
top and into our new GPS units. Along
the route Dennis used his unit each day
and mine was kept in its waterproof case
as backup in case of the failure of the
other. The trip would have been much
more challenging without a GPS. Rather
than keeping the GPS on for extended
periods of time and draining the batter-
ies I used the 1:50,000 scale topographic
maps. We used a 11” X 16” holder for
the 1:250,000 scale maps in the front of
the canoe. It allowed us to stay on top of
our actual location throughout the day
and pursue the highlighted route on the
maps that complimented the waypoints
shown on the GPS. It was awkward how-
ever transferring the 1:50,000 scale

ble. We saw some caribou and moose
sign along the way but never saw the an-
imals themselves. We heard wolves
howling at night and later saw a wolf
about 30 km east of Chisasibi. We also
saw a couple of bears beside the river on
the La Grand reservoir. We saw otters in
the river on several occasions and thou-
sands of ducks and geese along with nu-
merous eagles, ospreys and hawks. It
was a fantastic trip, and we considered
this canoe expedition our contribution to
the Canada 150 celebrations.

Planning and Preparation
We spent several years planning and
preparing for this trip. After paddling
across Labrador in several different legs
during 2013, 2014 and 2015, first from
Goose Bay via Lake Melville to Rigolet,
next from Churchill Falls to Goose Bay
via the Churchill River, then from
Menihek Landing via the Ashuanipi and
Churchill Rivers to Churchill Falls, this
expedition across the rest of the
Labrador and Quebec landmass to James
Bay seemed a natural progression. By
2015 I had decided on the general canoe
route, although we made several minor

route changes across the reservoir out of
consideration for the summer prevailing
winds in northern Quebec, etc. I had
purchased the 1:250,000 and the
1:50,000 scale topographic maps and
after some tweaking I had nailed down
the final route details by late 2016 and
highlighted the planned route on the
maps.

Being physically fit, mentally tough
and experienced outdoors are prerequi-
site for this sort of trip. In Dennis I was
fortunate to be accompanied by a pad-
dling partner that had those prerequisites
and was undaunted in all sorts of chal-
lenging conditions.

It was a challenging but rewarding
canoe trip in a remote and scenic wilder-
ness area of the country. The prevailing
winds from the west were expected and
the amount of rain more than we antici-
pated. Considering all the factors, I
scheduled 43 days to complete the trip
and had figured different mileage pro-
jections for different sections of the
route legs depending on whether it was
upriver, downriver or on the reservoirs.
We were actually able to finish a week
early and complete the trip in just 36

Herman & Dennis is off to Emeril Junction with Canoe and gear loaded
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maps between the round water proof
map case and the flat canoe mounted
map holder every day or two because
each map would only last about a day or
so before we had covered the distance
across it and moved on to the next map
portion. During rainy weather this trans-
fer became even more awkward and had
to be done in the confines of the 3-per-
son tent. In addition to those maps we
took along several laminated 11” X 17”
satellite photos of the roads and facilities
around each of the seven Quebec Hydro
power stations. We hoped these would
help us find the best route through those
unusual and convoluted portages from
the dams above the hydro power gener-
ating facilities to the boat launch or the
best available canoe put-in locations
below the dams.

I also purchased a SPOT device for
this trip. It uses GPS technology and I
highly recommend it for anyone doing
an extended canoe trip. We programmed
a basic message on the unit to be sent
out with the coordinates. Each day after
we finished eating supper we sent out
our SPOT message with those new coor-
dinates showing the exact location where
we had set up our tent for that night.
This went to about a half dozen key re-
cipients including my wife who enjoyed
following along and monitoring our
daily progress. For $18, I purchased
SPOT insurance along with the unit with
coverage of up to $100,000 should an
emergency rescue ever be necessary.

a 17’ canoe. Our route provided nowhere
to replenish our 43-day food supply until
we reached the town of Radisson over a
thousand kilometers away. To handle this
issue, we just purchased all freeze-dried
food for the larger evening meals. Some
of our favorite meals were chicken
teriyaki, chicken noodles, lasagna, pasta
primavera, curry chicken, black bart
chili, and pepper beef with rice. Very
short meal preparation time required for
freeze dried meals also allowed us to put
in longer days of paddling as well. Some
of the snack foods that we took along
were several kilos of trail mix, protein
bars, candy, jerky, long life bacon and

Quebec Hydro harnesses the
Caniaspiscau River and Reservoir, the
Laforge River as well as the La Grand
River into the overall James Bay Hydro
project. Those large reservoirs created a
navigational and weather challenge but
it all made for some diverse and interest-
ing paddling. In addition to the maps,
GPS and SPOT device we had a hand-
held compass for backup. In retrospect,
we could have included more waypoints
on the canoe route through the reservoirs
to make it a little easier to follow where
there were lots of big and small islands.

One of the challenges in preparing
for this trip was the space limitations of



we had both lost 15 pounds.
Two days of driving from Daniels

Harbor brought my cousin Dennis, my
wife Sheila and me to Wabush where we
caught the train the next day to Menihek
Landing. After dropping us off, Sheila
drove back to Goose Bay where she left
the truck until time to pick us up at the
trip’s end in Chisasibi.

Leg 1 – Down Menihek Lake to the
McPhadyen River, Distance - 48 km
We departed on August 4th on the first
long paddle, 48 km south from Menihek
Landing on Menihek Lake for our first
of 11 legs. The departure point was
about 40 km south of Shefferville where
the train track crosses the Ashuanipi
River. It’s not far from the site of the old
Hudson Bay Company Fort Nascopie
Trading Post, vintage 1838. We set up
our tent beside the tracks and began pad-
dling the next morning. Unfortunately
we didn’t make it to the McPhadyen
River that first evening as planned be-
cause of the headwinds we fought all
day long. We found ourselves a good
campsite on thick caribou moss in a
burnt over area and slept well after the
long hard day of paddling.

Leg 2 – Up the McPhadyen River to
the Height of Land, Distance - 112 km
To complete this second leg we portaged
and tracked up river for the next 7 days
and fought headwinds much of the time.
We hoped to average 17 km per day ca-
noeing up the McPhadyen River. We
found some good fishing and enjoyed a
few meals of grilled and fried fish.
Rains were frequent on the trip, and we
recorded rain on 30 out of 36 days. A
week into the trip, a short portage
brought us over the height-of-land into
Quebec. On the upper reaches of the
McPhadyen and the Caniapiscau Rivers
the numerous limestone and other rocks
were very sharp and abrasive and during
the tracking and lining we must have lost
about 5 pounds of Royalex material that
got scraped off from the canoe bottom.

¬
Leg 3 – Down the Caniapiscau River
to the Reservoir, Distance - 161 km
At first, the river was only about the
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flat compact tortillas as well as a couple
of kilos of dried apricots to ensure suf-
ficient vitamin C. Those snack foods
were used for our midday and early af-
ternoon snacks each day. There were
several other specialities included that

we ate on occasions when we were cele-
brating the completion of a trip leg, etc.
Two weeks into the trip I found that I
had tightened up my belt by two holes so
I began to supplement our evening meal
with instant oatmeal. At the trip’s end,

Loading up the canoe & gear at the Train Station

Campsite on the upper McPhadyen River
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spent two days eating it. We also had
some good fishing for speckled trout on
the Caniapiscau River. We reached the
Caniapiscau Reservoir on August 17th,
2 days earlier than the estimated sched-
ule and this concluded the 3rd leg of the
trip.

Leg 4 –Across the Caniapiscau Reser-
voir to Brissay, Distance - 128 km
The Caniapiscau Reservoir was a mas-
sive body of water with thousands of is-

lands in places and elsewhere it was
wide open water stretching off to the
horizon like an immense ocean. Here we
experienced some beautiful clear
weather days when the reservoir was
smooth as a mirror. At other times dur-
ing the crossing we experienced the
brunt of over 100 km of fetch during
several windy days. Dealing with those
waves and the crosswinds was physically
demanding.

There were only two or three days

width of our canoe and a couple of days
later we arrived at an abandoned fly-in
fishing lodge on the now larger and
quickly growing Caniapiscau River. The
place was all unlocked so we could have
spent the night there but it was early in
the day and we felt we needed to get
some more mileage behind us so we
paddled on. We walked around and
checked out the place and had our lunch
there on the walkway beside the marine
dock.

Several days downriver we found
Club Chambois, an active fly-in fishing
lodge. They were very friendly and ac-
commodating and had us stay with them
for the night. They treated us really good
and fed us very well. Our first encounter
with them was at a set of rapids about 20
km upriver from the lodge. They seemed
surprised to see our canoes and hesitated
in coming to the shore where we were
located. After a brief delay, they motored
in to the shore and we had a friendly
chat. It was suggested as we were leav-
ing that we should stop at the lodge and
have a hot coffee with the cook, Elva
Lavalee. As we departed the guide
shouted that we just need to tell her that
Sylvain sent us. As we paddled on the
weather worsened, the wind came up and
it started to rain so the thought of a hot
coffee felt very appealing to us. To show
our appreciation for their hospitality we
lit the woodstove fires and stacked up
with firewood in the cabins that after-
noon. Elva prepared a fabulous evening
meal of ham for everyone and insisted
that Dennis and I eat lots so as to be
strong and healthy for the rest of the trip.
She actually allowed us to sleep on the
floor in her cabin since the other facili-
ties were full. We just moved her furni-
ture around and rolled out our sleeping
bags and had a great night there. Outside
the cabin the weather was wet, windy
and cold so this was a timely and wel-
comed refuge for us.

The Chief guide, Michel Lisotte from
Scheferville advised us that in his 25
years of guiding on the Caniapiscau he
had never seen or heard of a canoe pad-
dling through the area. He gave us a
large, eight pound ouananiche that we
cooked the following day. We actually

Doing portage recon of another set of rapids on the McPhadyen

Campsite close to the Labrador & Quebec Height of Land
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where fog was of a concern to us in nav-
igating and island-hopping across the
reservoirs. During those foggy days some
of the distant islands would disappear for
a while and later reappear shrouded in
fog. This is where the GPS provided a
real comfort level for both of us. We tried
fishing for lake trout on the reservoirs
several times but had no luck. We might
have been using the wrong lures or per-
haps it was just too late in the year.

Leg 5 – From Brissay to Laforge 2,
Distance - 80 km
We arrived at the first of 6 power sta-
tions, Brissay, on day 17. Here we met
few Hydro Quebec employees who
treated us very well and shared their
work trailer with us for a while. They

provided us with a pickup truck and
driver to help us cross the portage and
really went the extra mile. We would
later have to portage 6 more Hydro
Quebec dams and power generating fa-
cilities before we reached Chisasibi. Few
of them, however, proved to be such
pleasant portage experience as this one
– thanks to Renaud and his group!

Leg 6 – From Laforge 2 to Laforge 1,
Distance - 120 km
This section had numerous islands, bays
and headlands so I occasionally asked
Dennis to check our latitude and longi-
tude coordinates, as well as the location
of the next waypoints to confirm our
best route forward. I noticed that Dennis
had this strange look on his face so I

asked him if everything was OK. “I’m
not sure”, he said with a puzzled look on
his face. “My GPS is showing we’re 5
km back in the woods and well away
from any waterway”, he said. I wasn’t
sure what to make of this initially. I
checked the coordinates on my topo-
graphic map and it showed us in the
same position as Dennis’s GPS. I hap-
pened to notice that those topo maps
were printed in 1989. From earlier re-
search, I knew that this portion of the
James Bay project was not flooded until
1996, seven years after the last topo map
update was printed. Essentially, both the
GPS and the topographic map data were
out of date and incorrect. Now that we
were aware of the issue we navigated
back to the middle of the waterway and

Old Fishing Camp on the upper Caniapiscau River



updated the ongoing GPS waypoints
much more often to stay on course. We
reached LF2 on August 22nd, one day
earlier than I had previously estimated.

Leg 7 – From Laforge 1 to La Grand
4, Distance - 80 km
I considered Laforge 1 at 634 km from
Menihek Landing the half-way point of
our trip. We got windbound several
times on islands in those reservoirs but
the islands always provided sufficient
forest and trees for shelter and lots of
driftwood on the shoreline. We were al-
ways able to find or create a small tent
site even when we had to chop down a
couple of trees.

We met one of the Hydro Quebec
employees who helped us with load and
move our canoe and gear across the
portage using his truck, for which we
were grateful!
Leg 8 – From La Grand 4 to La

Grand 3, Distance - 193 km
We ran a few rapids, tracked and lined
others but in this area we were mostly on
big water. The La Grand River was sev-
eral miles wide, pretty well defined and
didn’t have so many islands as what we
faced on the Caniapiscau or elsewhere
on the La Grand reservoir. The wind was
a problem however and we found our-
selves crossing back and forth in search
of more protected paddling.

After crossing the portage at LG3 we
paddled a couple of kilometers down-
river and set up camp on a sandy beach
which provided a fine tent site. Some
red partridge berries picked the previous
day provided the main ingredient for a
jam we enjoyed after supper with maple
oatmeal.

Leg 9 – From La Grand 3 to Radisson,
Distance - 161 km
Despite headwinds and rain, we made

good progress down the river and arrived
at Radisson on September 5th. I was
able to contact Yves Grenier and he
agreed to come and pick us up. After
paddling all day into rain and headwinds
we probably looked like drowned rats to
him. We quickly loaded up our canoe
and gear into his truck and he drove us
to the La Grand Hotel. It was a much-
welcomed refuge and after we showered
and cleaned up we decided we would
take a much-needed rest day. We washed
and dried our clothes and other gear.
Later that evening we joinedYves at the
Hotel lounge for a few beers. He toasted
our paddling progress and we toasted his
timely arrival to pick us up.

Leg 10 – Radisson to La Grand 1,
Distance - 80 km
With the extra day to rest and relax we
organised a tour of the Radisson power
house and nearby facilities. It is named
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Preparing a good fry of Caniapiscau brook trout for supper
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after one of the previous Premiers,
Robert Bourassa. At 7722 MG it is the
largest underground powerhouse of its
kind in the world. The tour was informa-
tive and interesting. We saw the massive
power house and large spillway structure
carved out of the mountain nicknamed
The Giant Staircase and got a better per-
spective when we saw the dams from a
higher elevation than we normally saw
them sitting in the canoe. After this we
visited the Radisson souvenir shop and
purchased several gifts.

Our friendYves had agreed to meet us
the next morning and to drive us across
the LG 2 portage. It was a beautiful day,
a pleasant drive and a good place to get
back on the La Grand River. We took a
couple of pictures and then paddled on
down the La Grand river towards LG 1.
We arrived at LG 1 late afternoon and
portaged across and around the facilities
on the right and camped just below the
dam-site, had a cold supper and shortly
after turned in for the night.

Leg 11 – La Grand 1 to Chisasibi,
Distance - 40 km
After a few hours of paddling we
started to see a few houses of Chisasibi.
This was a welcome sight but suddenly
we realized that this phenomenal expe-
dition was about to end. We completed
the canoe trip just before noon on
September 8th. We had arrived on day
36, one week sooner than we had ear-
lier estimated. In so doing we had aver-
aged about 33 km per day over the 36-
day trip. We stepped out of the canoe
and congratulated each other to have
completed this fantastic canoe trip in
good health and in good time. We rel-
ished in the moment for a short time
and after a quick look around Dennis
decided to stay at the river with the
canoe and gear while I walked up to the
nearby road to see if I could flag down
a truck to transport our canoe and gear
to the hotel. A short time later a truck
drove by, pulled over and stopped. After
loading up the vehicles Dennis and I
each got in and drove off to the
Chisasibi hotel. We offered to pay for
the transport but the driver would not
accept anything.

Dam and Powerhouse at Quebec Hydro’s LG 1 facility

Tent is all set up so now let’s get supper on
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My wife Sheila, our shuttle driver,
was enjoying a 4-day drive from Goose
Bay, Labrador, on her way to pick us up.
I had stayed in touch with her via satel-
lite phone. Since we had a half-day to
kill before Sheila’s arrival, we decided to
check things out around Chisasibi. We
crossed the river in ferry and did a walk-
ing tour of the island and its facilities
that are still standing. Although short it’s
a worthwhile visit if the weather is good.
We walked by the old Hudson Bay
Trading Post, vintage 1805 which at the
time was called the Big River Trading
Post but it was long since shut down.
The old church was in good shape and a
tour of the old graveyard made for some
interesting history in the headstones and
inscriptions.

We had a great overnight stay and a
great breakfast in the hotel and then we
all drove out to have a look at James
Bay. Dennis and I stepped into the ocean
and wet our hands and feet in the salt

water. We then departed Chisasibi later
in the morning and drove back east. We
arrived in Newfoundland on September
13th after this phenomenal canoe expe-
dition with many pleasant experiences to
share. Upon trip completion, I found that
I had well over a week’s supply of food
still on hand and Dennis had plenty of
extra as well. Much of the scenery along
the rivers and lakes on our route was
striking and this nicely balanced the nav-
igational as well as weather challenges
that we experienced along the way. For
entertainment Dennis had programmed
songs and music on his cell phone and
we both looked forward to listening to
this each evening.

Sheila and Sharon had an amazing
experience and were excited to share
some interesting tidbits with us and
other friends about their pleasant 4-day
drive across northern Quebec to
Chisasibi. All in all, none of us would
have missed it for the world.

We were advised by employees work-
ing in Brissay and Radisson as well as
by locals in Chisasibi that this was the
first time that anyone had paddled this
route across northern Quebec to James
Bay by canoe.

If anyone would like more details
about this trip, please contact me via
herman.perry@outlook.com.

Elevation of the following key locations;
Menihek Lake - 472 mtr / 1550'
Height of Land between Labrador’s
McPhayden River & Quebec’s
Caniaspiscau’s River - 579 mtr / 1900'
Caniaspiscau Reservoir - 535 mtr /1760'
LaForge 2 Reservoir - 479 mtr/1540'
LaForge 1 Reservoir - 431 mtr/1415'
La Grand 4 Reservoir - 376 mtr /1250'
LaGrand 3 Reservoir - 236 mtr / 800'
Radisson (LG 2 & 2a) - 168 mtr/ 550'
LG 1 damsite - 32 mtr / 105'
Chisasibi - sea level

Getting back on the LaGrand River after a stopover in Radisson
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The WILDERNESS CANOE ASSOCIATION is a non-
profit organization made up of individuals interested in
wilderness travel, mainly by canoe and kayak, but also in-
cluding backpacking and winter trips on both skis and
snowshoes. The club publishes a quarterly journal,

Nastawgan, to facilitate the exchange of information and
ideas of interest to wilderness travellers, organizes an ex-
tensive program of trips for members, runs a few basic
workshops, and is involved in environmental issues rele-
vant to wilderness canoeing.

For over 40 years, the heart of the
Wilderness CanoeAssociation has been our
Nastawgan journal. EditingNastawgan has
been a labour of love for current and past ed-
itors including, most recently, Aleks Gusev.
However, due to the other commitments, in-
cluding running the annual Wilderness &
Canoe Symposium,Aleks needs help in pro-
ducing the journal. Therefore, we are look-
ing for an Assistant Editor to work with
Aleks towards building the necessary com-
petencies to independently handle some as-
pects of journal production.
What we expect from the new
NastawganAssistant Editor:
• Passion for paddling and/or the out-
doors

• Good writing and communication skills
(ability to spell and delete jargon)
• Willingness to network with WCA
members to source stories and areas of
interest
• Ability to meet deadlines
What we offer the new Nastawgan
Editor:
• Opportunity to support and give back
to the WCA
• Recognition as a valued member of the
WCA management team
• Opportunity to expand your skills and
expertise (looks good on a resume!)
For more information or to discuss this
opportunity, please email:
geri.james@bell.net

Exciting Volunteer Opportunity –
Nastawgan Assistant Editor
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Symposium Notes
With another Symposium behind us, the
spring won’t be long now. Many people
commented on the quality of the program
and the overall good vibe. George’s insis-
tence on the non-commercial nature of the
event has not gone unnoticed. The atten-
dance was slightly up from last year, with
543 participants from 6 Provinces, NWT
and 15 US States.

Carsten Iwers, a WCA member from
Munich, Germany, is an accomplished
wilderness paddler with over twenty years
of experience in canoeing Canadian and
Alaskan waterways in his foldable Ally
15.5 foot pathfinder. He recently wrote:

“For me, here in Germany, somehow on
the dark side of the moon with regards to
canoeing the Great Canadian Northland the
Nastawgan and especially the online
videos from the Symposium are highly
prized. Allowing me to keep track of what
is going on, supplying me with stimula-
tions and introducing me to new places to
muse about. And I am sure the same ap-
plies to any Canadian (or American) who
for private reasons has got just not the
chance to attend to the Symposium.Videos
certainly are no substitute for the real thing
with all the personal contacts, the scents of
adventures. But for those in need – those
abroad or impeded it is way more than a
makeshift.And I’d like to make another im-
portant point: not only each edition of the
Nastawgan but also speeches held at the
Symposium are documents worthwhile to
be archived for future generations. I hope
theWCA board will keep it up this way.”

Some of you publicly lamented what
many of us felt – we’d love to listen more to
FrankMetcalf’s stories. Good news – there
will likely be Frank Metcalf 2.0 down the
road. Frank recently wrote to say that “ I’ll
very gladly return any year you want, pay-

ing my own way as I did this year, to spin
more true stories and show more photos
from a vanishing, gritty northern breed.
I’ve really just scratched the surface :) All
the other presenters are so nice, and so
earnest; there’s an unbelievably wild and
crazy side to the North that you only can
see when you buy into northern society by
joining it year-round *away* from the
canoe.”

It was great to witness the exuberance
of François Léger-Savard and Ariel
Desjardins Charbonneau when they met
Michael Peake, the man who inspired
them so much. Equally inspiring for me
was to meet Éric Laforest, François’s high
school teacher from Montreal. Eric’s re-
sponsible for initiating François into the
world of paddling and adventure, and has
a lot to be proud for. Michael Peake’s on
the roll in his early retirement days. Check
out Hide-Away-Canoe-Club’s freshly re-
vamped website https://www.hacc.ca/.

Listen to the audio file from the EricMorse
interview on CBC shortly after the river
was named after him.

Frank Wolf, in the article titled “ The
Way of the Wolf: Gathering of the Tribe”
written for the Explore magazine, nicely
sums up the symposium weekend: “ There
were a lot of grey-haired and grizzled vet-
erans in the audience, but also a healthy
dose of the new generation of wilderness
travellers whose presentations blended in
drone footage of their adventures to com-
plement the scanned Kodachrome slides of
the vets. It’s this refreshing combination of
young and old, bonded together by the
common denominator of adventure that
makes theWCS so special. Everyone is in-
spired by each other regardless of age, with
a love of the wild being the baseline bond-
ing factor.”

Next Wilderness and Canoe Sym-
posium is planned for 22-23 February,
2019.
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I have made a few of these for friends
and they suggested that others may like
the pattern to make some for camping.
The first two photos are for the canoe bra
and the third one for the boulder holder.

Canoe bra is used to hold in the cen-
ter bag for a whitewater canoe. This
arrangement is much easier to implement
than trying to feed the strings through the
small holes, especially if you don’t use
the air bag all the time.

Required material: 3 x 82 inches, 4 x
24 inches of 1 inch webbing and six

Animal
Encounter

on Porcupine
River

By Hugh Christie
We were paddling a treacherous, white-
water river in northern Saskatchewan
called the Porcupine. As close to the mid-
dle of nowhere as possible. There had
been no sign of humans, let alone one in
the flesh, for the preceding week. In win-
ters, the temperature reaches -40º; the
number where it doesn’t matter whether
it is Fahrenheit or Celsius. The river
crashed through the scars of old forest
fires, overlain on granite bedrock and
glacial debris, giving the landscape a
feeling of apocalypse. It was the summer
solstice, with little protective shade. The
sun rose at 4 a.m. and raged relentlessly
until it paused briefly below the horizon
after midnight.

It is a harsh, dangerous, unforgiving
land for any man or animal that ventures
there, let alone calls it home. The law of
the jungle as a matter of real politik.
Signs of bear and wolf are common.
Maybe Cartier was right. Is this The
Land God Gave to Cain? And yet, re-
growth, after a 20-year old fire, was pro-
ceeding at an almost audible pace during
the intensity of summer.

The Porcupine widened from 30 me-
tres to 800 meters. Our canoes sliced into
a slight breeze, disguising our approach
from any keen-scented animals. We spied
a female moose on the right bank, per-
haps 200 metres ahead. Nothing unusual
in that — we had seen dozens during the
week. She raised her head from her meal
of lily pads, the water cascading off her
iconic head. But a movement in the
alder bushes beside her caught our atten-
tion. It was a recently born calf: perhaps
a month old but already 4 feet tall; a bit
unsteady on gangly legs.We slowed our
pace and veered to the centre of the river
so as not to worry them; our binoculars
and camera fully engaged.

They were on a sand beach at the bot-
tom of a sheer cliff, too difficult to climb,

particularly for the baby. Eventually, the
mum noticed us, and the rest was magic.

Summoning maternal instinct and in-
ventiveness, she climbed into the deep
water and lowed to her calf, who obedi-
ently followed. Another call and the calf
climbed on the back of the mostly sub-
merged mum, its spindly legs dangling
down both her sides.

Without a pause, mum started to
swim with remarkable grace across the
river, baby on her back. They crossed in
front of us without apparent strain, us
back-paddling to allow them free pas-
sage. Mum found a gentle slope on the
far shore at the end of a kilometre of
swimming that took her perhaps 5 min-
utes. Her calf climbed down and they
stood on a thin strand of sand, looking
back at us.

We have been paddling the rivers of
northern Canada for 35 years. Often we
have grunted out moose calls learned as
youngsters at summer camp. Until now,
they had been met with, at best, sideways
glances that conveyed a sense of humour
[“Did he just laugh at us?”] or at worst
looks of pure derision. This time, our
guttural call was met with an identical
reply. And another, as if to convince the
skeptics amongst us that it was a real,
and heartfelt ‘thanks’ from mum.
Imagine the feeling! Oh Canada.Mum
and calf strolled up the slope and disap-
peared into the line of green foliage. We
paddled on in silence, through paradise.

“Figure 8” buckles.
Cut belting to length indicated and

burn the ends to prevent fraying. Stitch
as per photo. First cross piece of belting
is 18.5 inches from each end and then
space the other two evenly.

Our canoe has D-rings to hook it in,
but I think some people's canoes don't
and they somehow just clip it into a cen-
ter one.

Boulder holder - we typically take
four with us on a trip. Use a large rock in
it to hold down a tent or tundra tunnel.
This works well when you can’t peg your
tent or it’s really windy.

Required material: 4 pieces of 1.5 x 9
inches webbing, 1 piece of 1 x 80 inches
webbing.

Cut webbing to the correct lengths as
indicated. Burn the ends to prevent fray-
ing. Stitch the 80 inch long piece into a
circle then stitch the 9 inch cross pieces
as per photo.

Canoe Bra
By Diane Lucas
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In the summer of 2017, I have had to feast
on memories of the big trips on Lake
Superior’s wilderness section. Cataracts
and grandkids’ needs have shelved my an-
nual big canoe trip.All summer I have been
dreamingly awakening with flashbacks
about Voyageur canoe trips on Lake
Superior. Big and very cold water and long
fetches make theVoyageur canoe a great fit
for travelling the Superior coast. At some
200 km plus, exploring the Superior coast
from the Pic River to the Michipicoten
River is reportedly the longest wilderness
trip in Ontario. We seldom see others until
the last day of the trip, and those we bump
into usually have a history. The Superior
coast is still a living history place which
adds to the magic.

Here are some memories in no order or
sequence of years.

Each trip, we like to poke around the
ruins of the logging camp at Pukaskwa
Depot. The camp was abandoned in the
1950’s but the remains of the bunk houses,

cabins and wharves poke out of the sand,
grass and underbrush. Parks Canada has
more recently added two of its signature
red Muskoka chairs to the beach. Ruth
Fletcher, as a young girl, was brought up in
one of the cabins, home-schooled, isolated
from the outside world from December to
April.We meet quite serendipitously at the
amazingMcCoy’s tombola when we pulled
in for a mid-morning break. Ruth, now a
Montreal River resident, was camped there
waiting for a power boat to pick her up to
go visit her homestead for the day.We had
a long break as we heard about real life at
Pukaskwa Depot.

The “Fortress” is a First Nations village
site in a large cobblestone clearing (soccer
field size) in the middle of an island. It is a
mystical place; some say from 300 to 400

BC. I always feel like I am in church. The
village and house walls are in situ. The for-
est has not reclaimed the site because of the
cobble. A few birch trees struggle to sur-
vive in the harsh environment. It is easy to
count some 8 houses inside the walls and
maybe 2 outside. It could have been a sum-
mer fishing village and the families would
move inland for the winter hunting and
trapping season. We’re no different — we
don’t explore Superior in the winter.

At Otter Island, it feels like the light-
house keepers had just moved out the last
fall. The doors are open and visitors have
respected the buildings.The log book scrib-
bler in the assistant-keepers’ house, on the
leeward landing side, records about a dozen
visits per year. An OPP marine patrol, out
of Marathon, doing their first “fam” trip,
notes how spectacular the light house site

is. The Coast Guard operate the light re-
motely and has a helipad for service calls.
Otter Island is a spectacular and unique B
and B opportunity for a much younger en-
trepreneur. David Wells and I brushed out
the overgrown trail across the island on our
last trip. Probably needs it again. Got to go
back soon!

For a Voyageur canoe group, campsites
around the Cascade Falls to Otter Island
area are small. Cascade is great but very
tight, a jumble of driftwood. The assistant
lighthouse-keepers’ site is big enough but
has superior bugs, a so-so view, and you
are not supposed to camp there. Winter
2015/16, we pored over the maps and satel-
lite views looking for a two-night AAA
site. Co-ordinates 48.114813 /86.035800
looked possible but Conor Mihell, a guide
and outdoor writer, kayaked the coast in
April 2016 and said no way. Come June,
we cruised the mainland shore checking
out alternates including our winter
favourite.We stopped and looked.The not-

Fletcher Cabin — Pukaskwa Depot

Feasting on Lake Superior Memories
Story by Bob Fisher

Photos by Barbara Burton, Anne Bradley, Betty Arcon, and Gisela Curwen

The Fortress — a First Nations walled vil-
lage from 300 BC

Pukaskwa pits near Richardson Island

Denison Falls, Dog River in spring flood

Otter Island Lighthouse, keepers’ house,
and the generator building
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bad sand, flat, beach logs to tuck behind, lit-
tle creek to warm the water for swimming,
an alvar rock for sunning, open wooded
area behind the beach. It’s a go. We
roughed out a bivy site and found we were
not the first visitors. The woods were the
midden for the commercial fish camp
nearby, a repository of beer bottle history
and featured a large collection of brown
stubbies from the 1950’s. The site has now
become a Parks Canada official campsite.

The novel Orenda tells of a ferocious
battle between the victorious Ojibway and
the Iroquois, First Nations. Such a battle
did take place, likely along the Superior
coast, but not on south Georgian Bay. The
raised Pukaskwa pits used by the warriors
on ambush lookout are still there to visit.
First Nations history describes it as Bloody

Bay; government maps describe it as
Richardson Island.

A day hike up the Dog River to Denison
Falls is a must-do on every outing. I don’t
like heights but the falls and views are
worth the angst. The river does a sharp 90
degree left turn and then cascades some
40 m in a series of pool and drop kettles.
Bill Mason’s family camped at the river
mouth and paintings of the falls are part of
Mason’s legacy. Even better is when you
return from the climb and hike to find
Frank Knappen has a sweat lodge going on
the beach. Double better is when Jon
McPhee and John Payne have caught five
huge lake trout for dinner (and several
more dinners for theMichipicoten commu-
nity). Triple better is when John gets a
Delorme message that the LA Kings have
won the Stanley Cup. John chose a Lake
Superior canoe trip over free trip and tick-
ets to the cup final (his son is a Kings
coach).

On the coastal trail hiking day south of

Willow River, we bushwhacked out to the
coast (it would have been easier if we paid
attention and followed the side trail.)
Above the stone beach at the tree line and
in rock crevices there are the usual piles of
pulp logs that have broken out of the log-
ging booms of yesteryear. Frank Knappen,
the forester, finds a huge log up the cobble
beach; the circumference of the log is
greater than if two males linked arms.
There are arm sized holes through both
ends. Maybe the log was a drum for wind-
ing a tow rope?

We get to pull intoWillow River after a
4-hour, 45 km sail from White Gravel
River. The morning had us locked in with
fog, and we were barely able to see the next
tent. By noon there is a breeze and the fog
starts to clear. Time to pack up and break
out the sail as the wind is from the south-
west. Double the distance in half the time,
no paddling and we jump the trip plan by a
day, so time for a hiking day. You learn to
go with the weather on Superior.

The winds on Superior in June tend to
be southwest and quite moderate to light.
Most Superior trips start at Pic River
(north) and pull out at Michipicoten River/

Wawa (south and east). Jon McPhee pad-
dles on the right and requested that after
several north to south trips, that he would
like to see the coast from his paddling side
and not get a stiff neck turning left. That
means starting at Michipicoten and travel-
ling south to north. Thanks to Jon’s supe-
rior foresight we got to enjoy great sailing
that trip.

I have been in the arctic several times
and catching wild flowers in blossom is a
great treat. Coastal Superior has many of
the same flowers and they bloom in late
June. Barb Burton tries to get us to remem-
ber butterwort and encrusted saxifrage.The
profusion of orchids near North Swallow
River is truly unique and Sandy Lowe spots
an undocumented pictograph high on the
rocks at the Ramparts. The angled, late af-
ternoon sun creates the perfect light to view
the fading image.

The trappers cabin in Newman’s Bay is

close to being absorbed into the earth but
Mike Connor, a retired archaeologist brings
it alive when he tells about the summer he
lived in the cabin while documenting arti-
facts along the coast for Parks Canada, pre-
Pukaskwa National Park. On days off, he
and his girlfriend, nowwife, used to paddle
to the Otter Island lighthouse for ice.Wow,
40km for a bucket of ice!

At the outrun pool of the last rapids on
the Pukaskwa River there is some impor-
tant WCA history. The Gouvernail of the
day, that’s the stern person with the sash
and the long paddle, quietly nudged the
canoe up to the toe of the rapids and with
fond memories quietly scattered her hus-
band’s ashes on a river he had paddled
many springs. Thank you, George Drought
and Barbara Burton, for your huge contri-
bution to the spirit of theWCA.

Feels like it is time to organize another
trip!

John and Jon sharing fresh fish filets at
the Dog River

Superior tripping beats being at the
Stanley Cup final

Jon McPhee celebrating padding the
coast backwards – Michipicoten to Hattie
Cove so he sees the shore on his right/
starboard paddling side.

Lake Superior spring flora burst



The map is made of bears trudging into serviceberries and lacy
flowers, bending over still stalks of alpine lilies, giving me a
place to walk.

The way grows steep. Sweat drips onto the ground, big
drops like rain. The mountainside is a cascade of aspen trees
where I fall to hands and knees, fingers scrabbling into dead
leaves and wormy soil for purchase. A deer bolts. I stop, heart
pumping, head craned to see the animal in this dense stand. At
a distance the deer pauses and peers back at me through a gap
in the trees. This is not the deer browsing mums in the yard,
not one wearing a tidy little name tag of genus and species. It
is an antlered buck living in a house of ten thousand doors. It
breathes through its nostrils, ears big as oven mitts. After a
moment, the deer bounds away. I watch it as long as I can and
it becomes branch, leaf, shadow, light.

I am heading for a pass still a few thousand feet higher. My
hands are powdered white from trunks that I grab like ladder
rungs. Bracken ferns uncurl at my waist. Long after the deer I
stop again, not because I hear something but because an ani-
mal is here with me. There is a smell. It is like sex and fur and
sweat. Studying the perimeter, I do not see the animal. A bear
maybe. Mountain lion? It is a predator, I am sure.

A chill creeps down my spine. I am being watched. I am
not telepathic or supernatural. It is a knack I believe we all still
share, becoming alert, seeing how shadows are aligned, that
there are places where a watcher can lie in wait. I have stum-
bled into a predator’s lair. It knows I am here. It saw how I
slipped under the weight of my pack, grabbed hold of tree
branches, clobbered the ground with my knees. I am no threat
to it. Why not stick around to see what else I am made of?

Could be a grizzly, I think, deepening the chill I feel. There
are no grizzlies documented here in the southern Rockies, but
some believe, even hope, that small populations still exist in
isolated mountains where there are no humans to see them.
This is the West Elk Range of Colorado, one of those lesser
ranges, very few visitors.

It would be a candidate for reclusive grizzlies. That is what
I am thinking now. I strain my senses, but no new information
arises. I straighten up and climb ahead with mustered confi-
dence.

Something moves behind me. I turn quickly and see a path
bending through the ferns. But I don't see any color of fur.
More paths materialize, more ferns bend, and the sound of
wind enters the grove. It was nothing. Wind. I turn and keep
going.

Now I am listening to everything. I follow the chattering
warnings of squirrels and birds. Are they telling of me, alone?

I come into a clearing, a place where the earth is freshly
torn up, rocks clawed from the ground. I walk to the middle;
it’s about ten feet wide. What happened here? Branches are
broken, roots ripped up, detached leaves not yet wilted. I touch
the soil with my fingers. This was not intentional digging, not
a hunt for grubs or ground squirrels. It was a fight. A killing.
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I finally knew what I had to do. There was so much else that
needed mending, buttons and wire, holes to dig, screws to
tighten, but I emptied my hands and walked into the woods.
Here, old voices have always gathered – woodpeckers call one
another, their codes tapped through the bullhorns of dead trees.
Elk stand between naked white aspen trunks, while the aspens
themselves migrate across mountains in great, thick herds,
singing like water whenever the wind blows.

I arrive in one of these aspen forests, shambling on my two
feet, searching for paths in underbrush and flowers. I kneel to
wash my face in a cold, swift creek full of brown stones. I eat
August’s raspberries from thornbushes and catch cutthroat
trout, cook them over a fire.

For a few days there is a stock trail. Eventually, I walk off of
it. Older trails show themselves, blazes that some industrious
person chopped into tree trunks with an ax, but they also fade.
I pass the last hunting camp, logs rolled out for sitting, a rusted
woodstove packed in by horse, a date carved on a tree, 1968.
After that there are no more numbers to mark the years. Days
lose their names. Spiders sew veils that I wear across my face.

Animalia
By Craig Childs
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But there is no blood, no carcass.
Off to the side, I find a single strip of elk skin, curled where

it is just beginning to dry. The skin still has tawny fur, and I
stretch it out, about nine inches long. It is hardly the width of a
fingernail, the width of a claw. I can feel raking pain, a claw
swiped down the back of an elk, peeling off a ribbon of flesh.
Whose claw, though? It could be lion as easily as bear. The
fight was intense, tearing everything from the ground, paws
and hooves scrapping hard, somewhere between six hundred
and a thousand pounds of animals battling for survival. Tooth
and nail, as it is said.

The strip of skin is all I can find. Everything else is gone,
no evidence of a successful kill. Maybe a dead elk was
dragged off. Or maybe the elk survived and this unknown an-
imal is still hungry, now interested in something smaller, with
less kick.

I can’t tell whether I’m being watched or my senses are
merely elevated beyond logic. I like the feeling. We guard our
bodies until they are old and tasteless, when we could have fed
ourselves to claw and fur, been literally reincarnated in the
cells of a lion sleeping in the sun, the wall of muscle that is a
bear crashing through a rotten log in search of ant eggs. Why
not return again and again, glistening, gilded every time?

I pocket the skin and move out of the clearing. I'm not
ready to get eaten, not just yet. I move fast and with strong
shoulders.

Shadows deepen through the forest. I need to set a camp,
but not here. I keep going, pushing harder, throwing sweat
until I am skirting timberline, where evening storm clouds roll
by, hiding and revealing bald summits. This elevation is utterly
exposed, trees all gnarled and bent to the earth; rocks and
flowers and the press of dry avalanche chutes. Little rabbitlike
pikas peep at me, while marmots chirp and trundle away. A
rock outcrop directly over my head is crowned with the rack of
a buck deer who is watching me cross below.

At sunset I finally reach the pass and drop my gear in a
rocky saddle drawn between two mountains. I look behind me,
where aspens lead down and enter isolated valleys, forests like
green seas. I wonder what animal watched me scramble
through its territory earlier in the day. It knows me now, made
the acquaintance of my smell, saw how I move. At this mo-
ment it is alert, as it has been since it was born, peering
through the dusk of its aspen grove, perhaps bedded down in
softly folded ferns, its whiskers testing the air.

To the west of the pass lies open country, and as evening
deepens, the lights of small towns begin to appear, ranching
outposts, orchard growers. The world has been very busy mak-
ing more and more life, always looking for a place to put it all.
My town is down there. My house, with its glass windows,
doorknobs, and porcelain sink.

I remember the many times I have sat at my table for din-
ner, not thinking once of creatures roaming the earth, forests
laced with territories and birdsong. I remember being absorbed
in my world of letters and numbers, so many tasks that needed
doing. It would be easy to stare down there, imagining all of
my life. Instead, I turn the other way, watching forest and
mountain become black, imagining all that is alive.

This story is an excerpt from the book “The Animal Dialogues
– Uncommon Encounters in the Wild”, reprinted here with the
permission of the author. Craig told me he believes in “letting
excerpts out”, for what I’m deeply thankful. Mike McClelland
(“The Green River: A Trip Back In Time”, Fall 2017
Nastawgan) met Craig on the boat shuttle as they were both
departing from the Green river. Dave Brown, our text Editor,
later told me that Craig stayed at his home in Craftsbury
Common, Vermont, while teaching at Sterling College there.
Apparently, Craig wrote some of his stories in the Dave’s guest
room that I occasionally occupy.

Craig Childs writes about the relationship between humans,
animals, landscape, and time. His stories come from visceral,
personal experience, whether in the company of illicit artifact
dealers or in deep wilderness. Childs has published more than
a dozen critically acclaimed books, including his most recent
book, Apocalyptic Planet, which won the Orion Book Award
and the Sigurd F. Olson Nature Writing Award. His work has
appeared in the New York Times, Los Angeles Times, Men's
Journal, and Outside. An occasional commentator for National
Public Radio's Morning Edition, Childs lives in Western
Colorado and teaches writing for both University of Alaska in
Anchorage and Southern New Hampshire University.



a small river called the Tsichu (pro-
nounced Tissue). It is one of only a few
rivers on the NWT side of the Mackenzie
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Deep in the Mackenzie Mountains, just
east of the NWT-Yukon border and at
63.30 of latitude, lies the headwaters of

Mountains that can be reached by road,
in this case via the North Canol Road
from Ross River, Yukon. The Tsichu is
paddled by perhaps a couple groups a
year and surely some years not at all. The
Tsichu is about 40 kilometres long, and
joins the more well-known Keele River
roughly 85 kilometres upstream of an-
other tributary, the Natla River.

In 2014 my partner Leanne
Robinson and I planned a trip that in-
volved paddling down the Tsichu,
Keele, and Mackenzie Rivers, ending at
Norman Wells, and then returning to
our vehicle at the Tsichu headwaters via
a roughly 350-kilometre hike on the
Canol Trail. For the paddling portion,
we recruited four friends from
Yellowknife to join us. The combined
paddling and hiking trip would take us
almost two months.

In our planning we began to refer to
the 85-kilometre section of the Keele
River that lies upstream of the Natla
River confluence as the upper Keele,
and the section below this point as the
lower Keele. The Keele River’s size and
accessibility change significantly after
the Natla Confluence, where most trips
on the Keele begin. The lower Keele is
frequently paddled by both guided and
self-guided groups, and is large enough
for float planes to land on the river it-
self. Since the Keele River is more
commonly paddled and since several
past Nastawgan articles have been writ-
ten about the Lower Keele section, this
article will be limited to the Tsichu and
the Upper Keele.

The remote part of our adventure be-
gins not on the river, but rather at the
Yukon community of Ross River where
we begin the drive on the North Canol
Road. This road is not like any standard
road. A ferry across the Pelly River is

The Tsichu and Upper Keele Rivers:
A Drive-In Trip to the

NWT’s Mackenzie Mountains
Words and images by Dwayne Wohlgemuth

The confluence of the Tsichu and Keele Rivers

Eroding shores on the upper Keele
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required to access the road, and the
ferry operates on a limited schedule.
When we arrive, it is operating from 8
to 10 am and from 2:30 to 4:30 pm
each day. Gas, at least, is available for
us in Ross River 24/7 via a pay-at-the-
pump gas station.

The road is closed in the winter and
the floodwaters of spring wash out the
road in numerous places. The road usu-
ally opens towards the end of June. We
cross the ferry on June 30, and we are
one of the first vehicles of the year to
drive the road. We stop to chat with the
driver of the maintenance grader, and
he’s still working on the first dozen
kilometres. The Yukon maintains the
Canol Road as far as the NWT border,
and the road is in reasonable shape and
has new modern steel bridges, albeit
built only for a single lane of traffic.
One bridge had just been replaced the
previous year. But the road is narrow,
often steep, and has many potholes and
sharp corners. Sometimes I slow the
truck to walking speed when avoiding
deep potholes is impossible, and on
some of the smoother sections the
speedometer hits 60 km/hr. The 230-
kilometre drive to the NWT border
takes more than five hours. We drive
partway in two vehicles, but a mud hole
close to the NWT / Yukon border stops
the old Chevrolet Tracker. Four of us
pile into the cab of the 2WD, half-
tonne, regular-cab pickup. I need a
break from driving, so I stand on the
back bumper and hang onto the canoe
rack, while Leanne finds a cozy spot
amongst the gear in the box. We say our
goodbyes to two friends who came
along to drive the Tracker back to
Yellowknife, and we wish them good
luck for the drive back to Ross River.

There are 16 kilometres of unmain-
tained road from the NWT /Yukon bor-
der to the Tsichu River. There is also an
NWT Wildlife Check Station here at
the Tsichu River, since this area is a
common hunting destination in autumn.
This section of the road requires two
stream crossings, so we put tire chains
onto our truck and slowly drive through
knee-deep water beside old derelict

Lining a rapid on the Tsichu River

Overview map
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wood bridges that have long ago fallen
into the streams. On the second cross-
ing we puncture the sidewall of one of
the front tires, and are forced to put on
our only spare. Why didn’t we bring at
least two spares? These 16 kilometres
take us over three hours to drive, and
we arrive late in the afternoon at the
Wildlife Check Station. Finally, we can

relax. We’re no longer reliant on motors
and inflated tires. Somehow, the road
seemed more of a challenge than what I
expect from the river. Now it’s just us,
the water, and the canoes: the elements
and mode of travel that we prefer, the
truck being a necessary evil for reach-
ing the river.

We start late the next day, July 1st, at
Mile 222 of the Canol Road, just a cou-
ple hundred metres east of the NWT
Wildlife Check Station, and where the
Canol Road crosses the Tsichu River.
Parts of the wooden bridge from the
1940s’ Canol Road construction are
still visible here. The river is small,
twisting, braided, and shallow, but we
are able to paddle 10 kilometres while
only having to line one rapid about a
hundred metres long. Water levels seem
adequate, but we all feel that we
wouldn’t want to paddle this river dur-
ing a dry year or late in the year once
flow had diminished. We stop to fish a
couple times, and are able to catch both
arctic grayling and Dolly Varden. We’re
all pleased to have fish for dinner on
the first day.

The valley is broad and gently
rolling, and the land is covered with
waist-high bog birch. In a few places

the bog birch is over my head. The
river’s shores are mostly gravel and
boulders with the occasional sand
beach. The tallest mountains in the dis-
tance are still snow-capped. We camp
the first night at a gravel bar that just
happens to be facing the first cliff
we’ve seen on the river. There are al-
most no mosquitoes!

We spend a total of five days on the
Tsichu River, travelling slowly and
scouting lots from shore. We somehow
don’t see any caribou or moose, though
we see many footprints on the shore-
lines and find a few shed antlers. We
catch fish every day for dinner, either
arctic grayling or Dolly Varden. In
some places the maps are marked with
rapids and none exist, while in other
places there are no marked rapids but
the river is a continuous stretch of
dozens of rapids. The river continues to
be rocky and shallow, but after our first
day the braids mostly disappear. There
are enough large drops and standing
waves that we’re all happy to have spray
decks. We line a few rapids and portage
a couple, and eventually reach the steep
gradient at the end of the Tsichu. The
valley narrows and the river becomes
too steep and choked with boulders for
canoe travel. We portage about 2.5 kilo-
metres to reach the upper Keele.

One must portage on river left to
avoid a hassle at the Keele River. There
are many marked rapids at and below
the confluence, so we aim downstream
and reach the Keele perhaps 300 metres
below the confluence. It is a good plan,
because we put in and easily paddle
what lies ahead. The portage was long,
but the forest is sparse and only the
shin-catching bog birch presents diffi-
culties. The forest truly begins at the
Keele River, with some trees reaching
two feet in diameter at the stump.

Campsites on the Tsichu were gener-
ally plentiful and good, with many nice
gravel bars and a few good islands. We
were all surprised by the lack of flying
insect life, and I’d choose to paddle this
river again just to enjoy mountain
scenery and a lack of bugs. None of us
ever broke out the bug jackets.

A rapid near the top of the Tsichu River

The Sekwi Canyon on the upper Keele
River
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The upper Keele is a much different
river. We fly down the river on easy but
constant current and only occasionally
scout from shore. The Keele is called
Begádeé by local aboriginals, while
Europeans called it the Gravel River
until it was renamed after Joseph Keele
who travelled the river in 1907 and
1908. The entire river is gravel, only
rarely interrupted by a solid rock pro-
trusion or cliff that creates a pinch and
a rapid that requires more attention.

On the Upper Keele we enter the
dense forest, and along much of the
river the shorelines are falling into the
river. We feel like we’re on a new,
young river. Massive spruce trees lie
crisscrossed in the river, their stumps
usually upstream and their green
branches still alive. Other trees are
clinging to the bank, leaning at nearly
horizontal angles out over the water,
somehow defying gravity. In some
places, based on the number of freshly
fallen trees, we guess that at least four
feet of shoreline have been eroded this
season. These trees, or sweepers, are
our biggest danger, and some of the
small side channels of the river are
completely blocked.

Travelling more quickly on the river,
and spending more time in our boats,
we finally begin seeing more wildlife.
One cloudy afternoon we spot a grizzly
on the edge of the river, standing on a
mostly submerged ungulate. As we drift
closer, the bear disappears into the
woods. We drift past and then turn
around to watch, and a wolf sneaks out
of the forest to grab a few bites. Whose
kill is it I wonder?

The most memorable rapid of the
upper Keele is a 900 bend in the river
where it hits a short cliff, perhaps two
kilometres upstream of the Sekwi
Canyon. It appears as an S-bend on the
map, and the 900 corner in question is
the second bend of the S. We scout
from shore, and the river is fast up-
stream, so it requires a quick turn to
avoid being pushed straight into the
cliff. All three boats manage the corner
fine, and we are rewarded shortly after-
wards with a beautiful hike up the river

Sweepers were common on the upper Keele River

Our team (L to R: Leanne Robinson, JY Drouin, Giselle Beaudry, Christine Wenmann,
Dwayne Wohlgemuth, JD Boudreau)

left side of the deep and gorgeous
Sekwi Canyon. At our water levels,
there is a small rapid at the top of the
canyon, but the canyon itself is calm
and peaceful.

After the canyon, the rest of the

upper Keele is relaxed and gives us
time to watch the mountains and enjoy
the multi-coloured rocks that decorate
their sides. Near the end of the upper
Keele, the rugged Delthore Mountain
on river left looms over the river and is
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a landmark of the upcoming Natla
River confluence.

We continue our journey from here
down the lower Keele River to the
Mackenzie River, and down the
Mackenzie River to Norman Wells. But
it would be possible to end a trip after
the Natla River confluence. A float
plane can land on the Keele here, or
wheeled aircraft as big as Twin Otters
can land at the Shell Airstrip which is
located on river right of the Keele River
about 35 kilometres below the Natla
confluence. The Shell Airstrip is across
the river from Fortress Mountain and
perhaps 5 kilometres downstream of
Durkan Creek.

Though we drove to the Tsichu
River, it is possible to fly in and land at
the gravel airstrip at Mile 222 of the

Canol Road. This airstrip was built dur-
ing the days of the Canol Road con-
struction and is still used by hunting
outfitters in the area and by the
Government of the Northwest
Territories to access the wildlife check
station at the location. People often fly
into this location from Norman Wells
and from Whitehorse, Yukon. There are
no lakes in the vicinity big enough for
float planes.

Where the Tsichu River crosses the
Canol Road, it lies at about 1240 metres
above sea level. Over its 40 kilometre
length, it drops to about 1060 metres,
for an average gradient of 4.5 metres /
kilometre. The steep gradient, combined
with a low flow volume, make for lots
of exposed rocks. A water flow station
was active at the top of the river, where

it crosses the Canol Road, from 1975 to
1992. The mean peak spring flow dur-
ing these years was slightly less than 20
cubic metres per second (m3/s). High
spring flows typically last until the end
of June, and by the beginning of August,
the mean flow is less than 10 m3/s. This
water flow station is no longer active,
but there is a flow station on the Keele
River just above the Twitya River con-
fluence, and real time data can be ac-
cessed via the Environment Canada
website. This at least can be used to in-
dicate how current water flows compare
to average flows.

There are more photos of the Tsichu
and upper Keele Rivers that I have
posted on Google Earth, and which can
also be viewed on Google Maps.

The Tsichu River valley



Boundary Commission in Ottawa, and
then forgotten. More than a hundred
years later, water flooding from some
leaking pipes in the ceiling of the build-
ing forced the evacuation of the long-for-
gotten cases of glass plates. Boxes
scrawled with “Alsek 1906” lined a hall-
way. It is unclear how long they re-
mained in the hallway until my enquiry
in the government email. Daniel Fortin,
of the International Boundary
Commission recognized the name
“Alsek” from the boxes he had passed
daily in the hallway. Time was of the
essence since the current government
was on a disposal spree and trashing any
stored documents of “questionable
value”.

As soon as possible, I made the
5,000-kilometer journey from
Whitehorse, Yukon to Ottawa and was
not disappointed. We had discovered an
international treasure!

The 1906 survey of the boundary on
the Alsek River, in the world's largest
non-polar ice cap and exquisite backdrop
of Glacier Bay National Park, is a no-
table example. An American and a
Canadian Survey team were allocated to

the project, each with twelve members,
and each had a single member from the
other country. Two days before the
planned departure from San Francisco on
April 18, the famous earthquake and fire
destroyed the city and the shipload of
carefully gathered supplies for the survey
expedition was seized by authorities for
humanitarian needs of the survivors.

The new supplies were hastily gath-
ered in Seattle and loaded on the
steamship Bertha arriving with the crew
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It all began in the winter of 2013 with a
late-night email request I made through
a government website. I was looking for
old aerial photographs of the Alsek River
and glaciers in northern Canada and
Alaska. I typed my request into a textbox
on the site and went to bed. Not expect-
ing a quick response, I was surprised at
the urgent tone of the email awaiting me
in the morning. It was from the head of
the International Boundary Commission
and included his personal cell number. “I
have something that may interest you.
Please call...”

The 1867 secession of Alaska from
Russia to the U.S. was lampooned in the
press as Seward’s folly, ridiculing the
then Secretary of the Interior. Regardless
of this public opinion, the new frontier
required a boundary survey, through
country no less formidable than the
Himalaya. Work began in 1887 and the
ensuing thirty-three years were commit-
ted to many survey expeditions the likes
of which would outpace any modern ex-
pedition for sheer fortitude and risk of
life and limb. They were the days of
leather-soled, hobnailed boots, and no
nylon, vinyl, DEET, radios, nor outboard
motors. The stories of each expedition
are a marvel of determination and forti-
tude by men who thrived on rivers,
mountains and trigonometry. In a time
when calamity and hardship prevailed,
amazingly only three lives were lost in
the quest for the boundary line on the
map.

Fortunately for us the process in-
cluded a new technology. After “shoot-
ing” the triangulations from each survey
point, the surveyors took a 360-degree
panorama of glass-plate photos. These
images were then used back in civiliza-
tion to draw the contour lines on the re-
sulting maps. Coincidentally, the stun-
ning images on the glass plates recorded
the extent of the glaciers, vegetation and
water levels in the world's largest non-
polar ice cap in 1906.

Fortuitously, the glass plates were
stored away in the archives of the

Neil Hartling and Daniel Fortin of the
Canada & US Boundary Commission ex-
amining the photos made from large
glass slides.

“Overland rafts” with barrels for wheels were used across the sandy portages on the in-
land water route from Yakutat to Dry Bay, Brabazon party, 1906. Source: Government of
Canada

The Boundary Line that Emerged
from the Ice
Story by Neil Hartling
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inYakutat, Alaska on May 9 after surviv-
ing a gale. While unloading the steamer,
a precious 50 lb. bag of sugar fell into the
sea. They had planned to travel the 60 re-
maining miles to Dry Bay at the mouth
of the Alsek in a small launch. However
due to the prevailing storms they were
forced to go overland under their own
power for weeks.

To move the eight tons over the last
10 miles of sand beach to Dry Bay, they
constructed a cart using oak barrels as
wheels, looking like something from the
Flintstones. At Dry Bay they ren-
dezvoused with the ill-fated United
States Geological Survey Party which
was also heading upriver.

Hefting hemp ropes they lined canvas

covered canoes up the swift Alsek River
and over a barren land of sand and gravel
that had likely been covered in glaciers
in the years before, toward the towering
mountains of the Coast Range. Today it
is thick rain forest and continues to rise
in elevation due to isostatic rebound after
the weight of the glaciers disappeared.

They reached what we now call Alsek
Lake in early July. Their photos reveal a
massive tongue of the Alsek and Grand
Plateau Glaciers, miles long and over a
thousand feet thick, which has since van-
ished leaving seventeen square mile
Alsek Lake.

In those days the glacier constricted
the river against the mountains of the
Brabazon Range. They named this First

Canyon, where rock and icefall from
both sides rendered the channel a verita-
ble shooting gallery. The Canadians
made an initial foray into the maelstrom
but retreated in fear of their lives.
Displaying fearless disregard for the haz-
ards, the Yanks pushed upstream to
“show them how it’s done”. A crippling
injury and smashed canoe forced them
back. They waited for three weeks, until
early August before lower water levels al-
lowed them to make their way upriver,
and the American crew followed the
Canadians through the canyon.

The photos from the survey stations
of ‘06 tell a story of mountaineering
feats of endurance, with heavy survey
and photography gear, to say nothing of
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the wooden boxes of fragile glass slides.
As they waded and paddled thirty miles
upriver, they triangulated from 35 loca-
tions, many of them remote peaks.

Finally reaching the border location in
September, they took their last measure-
ments, no doubt looking forward to a
quick turn-around and river descent to
the ocean where they would board a ship
and sail south to civilization and loved
ones. But one more calamity faced them
as gale force winds tore their tents to rib-
bons in their last camp.

They achieved the objective and es-
tablished the boundary. The slides re-
vealed historic details of the Alsek River
and the glaciers that make up the world's
largest non-polar icecap. But the grand

bonus was realizing that the panoramic
sequences remained, bringing the 360 de-
gree views to life.

Highlights from the images include a
view of the Alsek Glacier, filling what is
now Alsek Lake with miles of ice nearly
1,000 feet thick. Another shows Walker
Glacier extending into the river, more
than a kilometer further than its present
terminus.

Academics are now studying the pho-
tos and we have laminated reproductions
of these images that we take on our
Tatshenshini and Alsek River journeys,
allowing participants to marvel at the
change in a hundred years and thrill at
the stories of heroic accomplishments of
the surveyors. What other secrets will be

discovered in those photos over the
years? All of this was unleashed by a
late-night internet enquiry and some
leaking pipes.

Neil Hartling, guide and author, has
outfitted canoe and raft expeditions
across the north on 20 rivers for 30 years.
The Alsek and Tatshenshini Rivers flow
through the world’s largest non-polar ice-
cap, and the heart of the world’s largest
bio preserve. From the Yukon, through
northern BC, and Alaska, passing
through three Parks, a UNESCO World
Heritage Site and Canadian Heritage
River, it is a land of superlatives and pris-
tine wilderness. Find details of his com-
pany, Canadian River Expeditions at
www.Nahanni.com
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